
FOURMARK SCOOPS
UP SAVINGS

*Calculations are based on an average electricity cost of $0.15 per kWh.

Fourmark’s state-of-the-art technology fuses labels and packaging in one efficient process.

Case Study
Fourmark Manufacturing Inc. 

Next time you pick up a tub of your favourite ice cream or yogourt at 
the grocery store, pause to admire the vibrant label. There’s a good 
chance you’re holding the result of innovative packaging technology 
from Oakville’s very own Fourmark Manufacturing. At their 24/7 
facilities in Winston Business Park, Fourmark makes over a million 
parts per day for multi-national food companies and restaurant 
chains, including North America’s first 100% compostable coffee 
pod (designed with the University of Guelph). 

SMARTER, FASTER, BRIGHTER  
Efficiency is everything in the hyper-competitive manufacturing 
industry. “Our business is all about parts coming out of the machine as 
quickly as possible,” explains President and CEO Adam Cruickshank. 
“If I’m running a part for a yogourt package, for example, it needs to 
come out of the machine every four seconds, including putting the label 
on it.” Fourmark is a pioneer of in-mould labelling (IML) in Canada, a 
cutting-edge product finishing technique that allows highly decorative 
labels to be added to containers or lids during the moulding process.

COOL UNDER PRESSURE
As with all plastics processing, the production lines at Fourmark 
generate a lot of heat, so quick and efficient cooling can mean the 

BY THE NUMBERS

Fourmark Manufacturing has 
completed many energy-
efficiency projects, from chiller 
plant to injection moulding 
equipment upgrades.

$331,800
TOTAL PROJECT COST

$108,000
INCENTIVE

1,079,700 kWh
TOTAL ELECTRICITY SAVINGS

$162,000
TOTAL ANNUAL COST SAVINGS*

1.4 YEARS
PAYBACK WITH INCENTIVE*



“ Never accept that what you 
have is the best. There’s 
always something better.”
Adam Cruickshank,  
President and CEO, Fourmark Manufacturing  
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GET INCENTIVES TO UPGRADE

Contact our Energy Experts 
today – we know your business, 
your priorities and which 
technologies will help you cut 
costs in your building. We can 
also help you apply for incentives 
to strengthen your business case.

Ask us how to combine multiple 
projects, such as lighting and 
occupancy controls, to maximize 
your return on investment.

905-825-9400 

hydro@oakvillehydro.com

oakvillehydro.com/business 

difference between profit and loss. “If we don’t have a high-end 
cooling system, we’re down to nine seconds. At nine seconds, I’m 
losing money,” explains Cruickshank. 

Under the leadership of Operations Manager, Tarek El-Sayed, 
Fourmark upgraded its chiller plant with help from an Oakville Hydro 
Retrofit Program incentive. The new chiller not only offers hefty 
energy savings, but also performs better and is quieter to operate. 

HIGH-VISIBILITY LIGHTING IS CRUCIAL FOR HUMANS – AND ROBOTS 
High-speed robotic vision systems on the production line inspect 
440 pieces per minute, detecting any flaws quickly, accurately and 
with a high degree of repeatability. This allows the company to ship 
flawless products to clients and minimize costly returns. For the 
cameras to perform well, the plant floor must be brightly lit 24/7, 
making high-efficiency lighting and fixtures a must. El-Sayed 
spearheaded an extensive LED lighting upgrade throughout the 
facility earlier this year. The long-lasting LEDs will reduce energy and 
maintenance costs but as El-Sayed explains, “Performance is just as 
important as energy savings.” 

INNOVATION AND CONSERVATION GO HAND IN HAND   
Being part of a culture of innovation has threefold rewards, says 
Fourmark’s CFO, Julia Kost. “You’re saving on the consumption 
of energy, you’re getting incentives and you’re contributing to 
environmental sustainability. It’s really nice to be part of a 
program that gives back to society.”

We’ll help you create an energy action plan for your business

CONTACT US


